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1  Introduction

In the fields of next generation ultra-high-
speed communications, earth environment
observation, and radio astronomy, the devel-
opment of THz receivers and oscillators is
eagerly anticipated. To succeed, the conductor
materials that constitute these devices must
have low-loss characteristics. With conven-
tional superconductor materials based on nio-
bium (Nb), the gap frequency (fg) is approxi-
mately 725 GHz. This material is therefore
unsuitable as conductor material in the THz
range, which lies above this gap frequency.
Niobium nitride (NbN; fg = 1.4 THz) has a
higher gap frequency than Nb and has been
proposed as a superconductor material to
replace Nb. However, it is known that the low-
loss characteristics of NbN depend significant-
ly on the crystallinity of the grown film［1］.
Accordingly, to develop THz NbN devices,
fabrication processes maintaining high-crys-
tallinity were needed. This requirement poses
a difficult challenge in the development of an
NbN-based device.

We can epitaxially grow a single layer of
NbN film using single-crystal substrates with
high lattice matching, such as magnesium
oxide (MgO)［2］［3］. However, in order to con-
struct a receiver or an oscillator, we will have
to construct the tuning and matching circuits
using microstrip lines composed of low-loss
thin films. Figure 1 shows a schematic dia-
gram of these microstrip lines. To fabricate the
tuning and matching circuits, we must grow a
dielectric layer on the epitaxial NbN single-
layer film and then deposit the NbN film on
the dielectric layer, continuing to maintain the
requisite high crystallinity. Low-loss, low-
dielectric-constant silicon oxides (SiO and
SiO2) have often been used as the dielectric
material. However, these materials feature
large lattice mismatch with NbN, and NbN
deposited directly on SiO or SiO2 forms a
polycrystalline film. Thus, the superconduc-
tivity transition temperature (TC) decreases
and resistivity increases with this combination
of materials, probably due to the grain bound-
aries present in the film, leading to extremely
large conductor loss in the THz frequency
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range［1］.
In recent years, some research institutions

have investigated a potential solution in the
use of NbTiN. This material displays a rela-
tively high TC and low resistivity, even in the
form of a polycrystalline film (TC = 15.2 K,
resistivity at 20 K of ρ20K = 75μΩ cm,
fg = 1.2 THz). Various SIS mixers with NbTiN
matching circuits have been reported to pro-
duce relatively satisfactory results［4］-［6］.
However, TC and ρ20K , which determine the
superconductivity conductor loss, are both
better for an epitaxially grown NbN film (TC

of approximately 16 K, ρ20K of approximately
60μΩcm). In other words, if we can epitaxial-
ly grow all layers constituting the device —
including NbN and dielectric films — we can
expect higher performance and operation at
higher frequencies than with devices con-
structed using NbTiN. With these issues in
mind, we are using MgO, which shows high
lattice matching with NbN, as the dielectric
material in an attempt to fabricate NbN THz
devices in which all layers constituting the
device are epitaxially grown.

An RF sputtering technique that uses a sin-
tered MgO target (the “RF-MgO” technique)
has frequently been reported in references as a
technique for depositing an MgO film［7］［8］.
We also tried to fabricate an NbN/MgO bilay-
er film using RF-MgO. However, even when
we used an MgO single-crystal substrate,
which provides the ideal conditions for MgO
film deposition, to grow the several hundred

nanometers of RF-MgO required to fabricate a
mixer, the superconductivity performance (TC,
ρ20K ) of the NbN film grown on the RF-MgO
film was markedly lower than those of an epi-
taxial NbN film directly deposited on an MgO
single crystal substrate. We concluded that
epitaxial growth is difficult with an RF-MgO
film. Regarding the possible causes of this
problem, we infer that the low deposition rate
of the RF sputter technique and surface heat-
ing due to the ion bombardment associated
with film deposition led to the formation of a
columnar structure in the MgO film. As a
result, grain boundaries are formed in the NbN
film fabricated on the MgO film, resulting in a
decrease in TC and an increase in resistivity.
Based on this supposition, we attempted to
fabricate an MgO film based on the DC reac-
tive sputtering technique that uses a metal Mg
target (the “DC-MgO” technique)［9］［10］. With
film deposition based on DC reactive sputter-
ing, the electrode potential is not reversed dur-
ing deposition, and thus the effects of ion
bombardment and surface heating of the sam-
ple are presumably less than in RF sputtering.
With this method, we succeeded in epitaxial
growth of an NbN/MgO/NbN trilayer film,
enabling the fabrication of a fully epitaxial
NbN/MgO/NbN-SIS junction［11］-［13］.

This paper describes the unique epitaxial
NbN/MgO device fabrication technique devel-
oped by NICT and shows how the epitaxial
NbN film is a superior low-loss material in the
sub-millimeter range. We also clarify the low-
noise properties of a prototype quasi-optical
SIS mixer, which we built using the epitaxial
NbN/MgO/NbN-SIS junction, operating at
795 GHz. This paper also presents a discus-
sion of a hot electron bolometer (HEB) that is
expected to operate with extremely low noise
at frequencies higher than the NbN gap fre-
quency (1.4 THz). We propose a unique fabri-
cation process to improve mechanical and
electronic durability and the reproducibility of
device characteristics, evaluate these charac-
teristics, and discuss its possibilities as a THz
mixer.

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of microstrip line
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2  Epitaxial NbN/MgO/NbN-SIS
mixer in THz range

An SIS junction consisting of a supercon-
ductor (S) / insulator (I) / superconductor (S)
sandwich structure has strong non-linear char-
acteristics that render it difficult to implement
with semiconductor devices. Today, SIS mix-
ers that make use of this nonlinearity show
ultra-low-noise properties close to the quan-
tum noise limit in the millimeter and sub-mil-
limeter ranges and are already widely used in
the fields of earth environment observation
and radio astronomy. The SIS junction dis-
plays high junction capacitance due to its
structure and essentially requires a tuning cir-
cuit in order to eliminate the capacitance com-
ponent in mixer operation. However, the
required operating frequencies employed in
recent years have exceeded the gap frequency
(725 GHz) of the Nb used in constructing SIS
mixers, and the degradation in performance of
the tuning circuit associated with the increase
in Nb conductor loss has come to pose a sig-
nificant problem. With these circumstances in
mind, we developed a technique of device fab-
rication based on epitaxial NbN, which is
expected to provide superior low-loss charac-
teristics in the frequency range up to 1.4 THz.
Here, we discuss the possibilities of a THz
mixer based on an epitaxial NbN/MgO/NbN-
SIS junction.

2.1  Evaluation of DC and high-
frequency characteristics of 
epitaxial NbN/MgO/NbN trilayer
film

Figure 2 shows the X-ray diffraction pat-
terns of the NbN/MgO/NbN trilayer film and
the NbN single-layer film. We describe the
details of the fabrication of the trilayer film in
reference［11］. In the trilayer film (a), the RF-
MgO (film thickness of 1.3 nm) on the lower
NbN film is an antioxidant film to protect the
lower NbN film surface against the oxygen
used as the discharge gas in DC-MgO film
deposition. The lower NbN film (11 nm) is
made thinner than the upper NbN film

(166 nm) to ensure that the diffraction peaks
from the upper NbN film are dominant among
all peaks in X-ray analysis. The NbN (200)
peak in the X-ray diffraction pattern
[Fig. 2 (a)] of the trilayer film does not differ
from that in the diffraction pattern [Fig. 2 (b)]
for the NbN film directly deposited on the MgO
single-crystal substrate. The DC supercon-
ductivity characteristics, TC and ρ20K , of the
upper NbN film are 15.8 K and 57.4μΩcm

0

,
respectively. These values do not indicate degra-
dation compared with the values for the NbN
film directly deposited on the MgO single-crys-
tal substrate (TC = 15.6 K, ρ20K

0

= 64μΩcm
0

),
attesting to the satisfactory performance of the
trilayer film.

Next, we performed high-resolution TEM
observation of this trilayer film. Figure 3
shows an electron diffraction image and cross-
sectional TEM image of each layer. The elec-
tron diffraction images all show similar clear
electron diffraction lattice spots with cubic
distributions, which indicates that each layer is
grown in the same direction as the substrate.
The TEM lattice images of the interfaces
between the layers also do not show amor-

Fig.2 X-ray diffraction patterns of
NbN/MgO/NbN trilayer film (a) and
NbN single-layer film (b)
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phous layers, confirming growth in a single
direction. The approximately 1-μm TEM
observation area does not show any signs of
columnar structures in the trilayer film. The
X-ray analysis and the above results indicate
that the NbN/MgO/NbN trilayer film is epi-
taxially grown. 

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the
superconductivity characteristics of the upper
NbN film on the thickness of the interlayer
MgO film in the epitaxial NbN/MgO/NbN tri-
layer film. Here, we varied the film thickness
of the interlayer MgO film between 0 nm and
480 nm. The transition temperature, TC, and
ρ20K

0

of the upper NbN film were unchanged
from those of the NbN film directly deposited
on the MgO single-crystal substrate and
showed no degradation. Even with an interlay-
er MgO film thickness of 480 nm, the upper
NbN film showed superior DC characteristics,
at approximately 15.8 K and 59.0μΩcm.
These TC and ρ20K

0

values are both better than
those obtained with the NbTiN film previously
used in the tuning circuit of the SIS receiver,
which already provided satisfactory results.

The BCS theory, used to express superconduc-
tivity characteristics, indicates that the epitaxi-
al NbN/MgO/NbN trilayer film will reveal

Fig.3 Electron beam diffraction pattern of NbN/MgO/NbN trilayer film

Fig.4 Dependence of upper NbN super-
conductor characteristics on inter-
layer MgO film thickness in
NbN/MgO/NbN trilayer film
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superior low-loss characteristics in the THz
range up to 1.4 THz, which is the gap frequen-
cy of NbN.

In the past, we improved the operating fre-
quency of the SIS mixer by increasing the crit-
ical current density of the SIS tunnel junction
and by minimizing the junction capacitance by
minimizing the junction area. However, the
maximum critical current density that we can
now obtain while maintaining satisfactory
nonlinearity is approximately 20 kA/cm2 in
the NbN/MgO/NbN tunnel junction we have
previously reported［13］. The degradation of
characteristics associated with the increase in
JC has also been reported in the Nb-based
junction［14］［15］. These reports indicate that
inevitably we must use an SIS junction with a
high junction capacitance in the development
of an SIS mixer in the THz range. We con-
clude as a result that, in the conductor material
that will constitute the circuits (including the
tuning circuit), we must obtain low-loss char-
acteristics superior to those of conventional
materials. Thus, we attempted to evaluate the
surface resistance, RS, of the epitaxial
NbN/MgO/NbN trilayer film in the sub-mil-
limeter range.

We fabricated a cavity-integrated Joseph-
son junction, in which this junction is placed
in the middle of a microstrip cavity, and
attempted to evaluate the surface resistance of
the epitaxial NbN film in the sub-millimeter
range. Figure 5 shows a photograph of our
fabricated cavity-integrated Josephson junc-
tion device. The Josephson junction here is
fully epitaxially grown. This component
serves as a superconducting two-terminal
device and operates as a voltage dependent
oscillator in the sub-millimeter range due to
the AC Josephson effect. Accordingly, the
Josephson junction placed in the cavity gener-
ates resonance steps due to its current-voltage
characteristics, for voltage values at which the
self-oscillating frequency agrees with the reso-
nance frequency［16］. As the height of these
steps depends on the cavity loss, we deter-
mined the cavity loss by comparing the mea-
sured values and the results of computer simu-

lations and derived the surface resistance of
the NbN film that constitutes the cavity. We
describe the details of the evaluation method
in reference［17］. Figure 6 shows the surface
resistance, RS, of the epitaxial NbN film in the
sub-millimeter range. The solid, dotted, and
broken lines in the figure correspond to the
theoretical values for NbN, Nb, and Al,
respectively. The surface resistance of the
NbN film in the frequency range of 0.2 THz to
0.8 THz is approximately 3.5 mΩ to 25 mΩ
which is lower than the theoretical value for
Al. Here, J. Zmuidzinas et al.［18］investigated
the approximate magnitude of the surface
resistance, RS, required for the conductor
material constituting the tuning circuit as fol-
lows. The surface reactance, XS, of the super-
conductor is expressed as XS =ωL =ωμ0λ

0

.
In the equation, λ is the wavelength of the
superconducting magnetic penetration depth
and μ0 is the permeability of a vacuum. When

Fig.5 Photograph of cavity-integrated
Josephson junction device for eval-
uating NbN surface resistance

Fig.6 Surface resistance of epitaxial NbN
film in submillimeter range
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one constructs the tuning circuit with
microstrip lines, at least the surface resistance,
RS, needs to be sufficiently smaller than XS.
When the effects of the junction capacitance,
CJ, at the design frequency are considered, the
surface resistance of the conductor material
constituting the tuning circuit needs to satisfy
the expression below.

Rs≪ 2πη0λ/ (λ0Q) (1)

Here, η0 = 377Ω, and λ0 is the wave-
length in free space. Q is defined as
Q =ωCJRN

0

with a normal resistance RN of the
SIS junction and a junction capacitance CJ; this
parameter reflects the bandwidth of the SIS
mixer. Here, if we assume typical values for the
parameters, namely, the product of the junction
resistance and the area as RNA = 20Ωμm2

0

,
CJ/A = 120 fF/μm2

0

, f = 0.8 THz, and λ= 200 nm
0

,
we obtain RS≪ 0.11Ω from Expression (1).
On the other hand, the measured value of the
surface resistance of NbN is approximately
25 mΩ near 0.8 THz. Thus, the epitaxial
NbN/MgO/NbN trilayer film is considered
effective as a conductor material constituting
the THz SIS receiver.

2.2  870-GHz quasi-optical SIS 
receiver based on epitaxial
NbN/MgO/NbN tunnel junction

Nonlinearity in the tunnel junction signifi-
cantly influences receiver performance. We
investigated the fabrication processes of the
epitaxial NbN/MgO/NbN tunnel junction
using an MgO tunnel barrier and attempted to
fabricate a tunnel junction fully epitaxially
grown, including the interlayer insulating
film［13］

0

. The NbN/MgO/NbN tunnel junction
is fabricated on an MgO (100) single-crystal
substrate. The NbN film is deposited by the
DC reactive sputtering technique. The MgO
film, which serves as the tunnel barrier, is
deposited by the RF sputtering technique.
Here, the substrate is not heated during depo-
sition. We confirmed by X-ray diffraction that
the fabricated NbN/MgO/NbN trilayer film is
epitaxially grown. The superconductor charac-

teristics of the NbN films show the satisfacto-
ry values of TC = 15.7 K and ρ20K = 57μΩcm
for both upper and lower electrodes.

Figure 7 shows the current-voltage charac-
teristics of typical epitaxial NbN/MgO/NbN-
SIS junctions at 4.2 K. Here, RN is the junc-
tion resistance at 8 mV. With the junction
resistance at 4 mV, R4mV, and the critical cur-
rent, IC, we have defined the product,
Vm = ICR4mV, as a parameter indicating the leak

Fig.7 Current-voltage characteristics of
epitaxial NbN/MgO/NbN-SIS junc-
tion at 4.2 K. Junction critical cur-
rent density: JC = 2.5 kA/cm2 (a),
10 kA/cm2 (b), and 54 kA/cm2 (c)
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current. Each junction is approximately
3.1μm2

0

, and the critical current density of the
junction, JC, is 2.5 kA/cm2 (a), 10 kA/cm2 (b),
and 54 kA/cm2(c). In both cases (a) and (b),
we obtained satisfactory tunneling characteris-
tics with high gap voltage and low leak cur-
rent values. Also in the case of 54 kA/cm2,
which has a high JC value, we conclude that
the tunneling characteristics we obtained were
satisfactory, with Vm = 28 mV, although self-
heating decreases VGAP.

We built a prototype quasi-optical
NbN/MgO/NbN-SIS receiver composed of the
epitaxial trilayer film and evaluated its charac-
teristics［19］. Figure 8 shows a photograph of
our fabricated receiver device. For the tuning
circuit, we used a tuning method that makes
the epitaxial NbN-SIS junction itself function
as an all-wavelength cavity, to remove the
imaginary components caused by junction
capacitance. The dimensions of the junction
are 7μm long and approximately 0.6μm wide,
and the design frequency is 870 GHz. The
junction couples with the space via a twin-slot
antenna, and the antenna and the junction are
connected with a 2-μm-wide 1/4-wavelength
NbN/MgO/NbN microstrip matching circuit
via a coplanar line matched with the antenna
impedance. These components are fabricated
on the MgO (100) single-crystal substrate, and
we confirmed by X-ray diffraction that all of
the NbN and MgO films constituting the
receiver were epitaxially grown.

We evaluated the receiver performance
using a quasi-optical receiver system. We
describe the details of the configuration of the
measurement system in reference［20］. Figure 9
shows the sub-millimeter response character-
istics of the fabricated SIS receiver. We irradi-
ated electromagnetic waves at a frequency of
795 GHz and evaluated the receiver noise
temperature based on the Y-factor method
using thermal radiation at 77 K and 295 K.
The dotted line in the figure indicates the IF
output power corresponding to thermal radia-
tion at 77 K, and the solid line indicates the IF
output power corresponding to thermal radia-
tion at 295 K. We observed clear photon-

assisted tunneling steps associated with the
LO irradiation. In this experiment, the critical
current density, JC, of the tunnel junction was
approximately 4 kA/cm2, which differs signifi-
cantly from the design value (25 kA/cm2), and
the ωCJRN

0

product was approximately 50.
However, the SIS receiver showed a low noise

Fig.8 Microscope image of 870-GHz
quasi-optical SIS electromagnetic
wave receiver

Fig.9 Electromagnetic wave response
characteristics of NbN/MgO/NbN-
SIS receiver under irradiation of
submillimeter waves
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characteristic, with a receiver noise tempera-
ture of TN(DSB) = 260 K. This result indicates
that the epitaxial NbN/MgO/NbN trilayer film
used in the matching circuit features ultra-
low-loss characteristics. We thus conclude that
the epitaxial NbN/MgO/NbN-SIS receiver is a
promising prospective THz SIS receiver. 

3  Study of THz NbN-HEB

The SIS mixer is the best low-noise, high-
sensitivity heterodyne detector in the millime-
ter and sub-millimeter ranges currently avail-
able. However, as discussed earlier, the SIS
mixer structurally incorporates high parasitic
capacitance and thus requires a tuning circuit.
Nevertheless, when we construct a tuning cir-
cuit with microstrip lines, the characteristics
of the materials constituting the circuit deter-
mine the upper limit frequency of the mixer
performance. Even when we use NbN, it is
presumably difficult to achieve a satisfactory
performance at or above 1.4 THz. In the THz
frequency range at or above 1.4 Hz, HEB has
raised expectations as a potential low-noise
mixer as structurally it displays low parasitic
capacitance and does not require a tuning cir-
cuit.

3.1  Consideration of fabrication
process of NbN-HEB by fluoride
radical etching

HEB, which has become the focus of
expectations as a low-noise mixer in the THz
range, features a structure consisting of an
extremely thin superconductor film of several
nanometers placed between close-set metal
electrodes. We have already succeeded in fab-
ricating and evaluating an HEB mixer (IF
bandwidth of 2.0 GHz and noise temperature
of 780 K at 900 GHz) offering superior
receiving performance with this process［21］.
However, the fabricated HEB has low
mechanical and electrical durability, represent-
ing an obstacle in practical applications.
Figure 10 (a) shows a schematic diagram of a
cross-section of the HEB constructed through
a conventional device-fabrication process. In

this conventional process, metal electrodes are
deposited on an ultra-thin superconducting
film approximately 3-nm thick. Here, the NbN
ultra-thin film probably becomes thinner

Fig.10 Schematic diagram of cross-
section of HEB. (a) device struc-
ture by conventional process, 
(b) device structure for improving
durability, and (c) device structure
by new process
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through the NbN surface cleaning (including
Ar ion beam cleaning) performed when the
metal electrodes are attached. This increases
the probability of damaging the device
through external surges. In addition, the ther-
mal cycles due to cooling at the temperature
of liquid helium (4.2 K) and the stress in the
metal electrodes may mechanically break the
thinned NbN film. 

As a measure to prevent these problems,
we are considering the device structure indi-
cated in Fig. 10 (b). First, a relatively thick
NbN film of several tens of nanometers is
deposited, instead of the approximately 3-nm
ultra-thin NbN film. The metal electrodes are
then attached. Finally, the NbN film is etched
to the appropriate thickness of 3 nm by fluo-
ride radical etching to complete the HEB
device structure. This method ensures that the
NbN film does not contain areas thinner than
3 nm and is assumed to increase mechanical
and electrical strength as a result. Further, we
also conclude that degradation of supercon-
ductivity by Ar ion cleaning can be eliminated
by maintaining the initial thickness of the
NbN film at approximately several tens of
nanometers. However, it is difficult to deter-
mine the thickness of an NbN strip with the
structure shown in Fig. 10 (b). Thus in this
study we adopted the device structure indicat-
ed in Fig. 10(c). With this structure, the inter-
layer MgO film is extremely thin, at 0.6 nm,
such that the current density of the tunnel cur-
rent is high (approximately 20 kA/cm2 or
more). As a result, we assume that we can
ignore electrical effects with respect to the
film.

To realize the new process, an etching
technique is required that will etch the NbN
film without damaging it. Thus, we developed
a new fluoride radical etching technique.
Figure 11 shows a schematic diagram of the
developed technique. Here, we used an ECR
(Electron Cyclotron Resonance) ion source as
the source of the fluorine radicals. CF4 gas is
introduced into the ECR ion source to gener-
ate plasma. In ordinary ion beam etching, the
ions are extracted using a grid applied with a

DC voltage that accelerates the CF3+ ions,
which are emitted to the sample for etching.
Here, the ion extraction grid is set at 0 V and
the fluorine radicals are diffused by the con-
centration distribution only. The fluorine radi-
cals that reach the NbN film surface react with
Nb and contribute to the etching. Etching with
neutral fluorine radicals instead of fluoride
ions involving electric acceleration suppresses
the degradation of the ultra-thin film charac-
teristics by ion bombardment. 

We fabricated a four-terminal pattern on
the sample in advance to gauge the resistance
and enable measurement of the film thickness.
Using electrically neutral fluorine radicals
makes it possible to measure the film resis-
tance during etching. Measuring this resis-
tance in turn can provide information on the
approximate amount of remaining NbN film
to be etched. Figure 11 (b) shows the time
variation of the measured film resistance. In
this experiment, the film resistance was 166Ω
(film thickness of 20 nm) when etching began.

Fig.11 Fluoride radical etching tech-
nique. (a) schematic diagram
and (b) time variation of film resis-
tance measured
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Approximately 11 minutes later, the film resis-
tance increased to 665Ω due to the fluoride
radical etching. If we assume a constant resis-
tivity for the NbN film, the thickness of the
remaining film is estimated as 4.8 nm based
on the final resistance value. However, when
we measured the thickness using a contact-
stylus-type surface profiler (Alpha-Step 500:
produced by KLA-Tencor Corp.; vertical reso-
lution: 0.1 nm), the thickness was 5.4 nm. Con-
sidering that the resistivity increases during
the first stage of film growth, we believe that
these film thickness values are satisfactory.
The superconductor transition temperature,
TC, and the resistivity at 20 K, ρ20K , for the
ultra-thin-film after fluoride radical etching
are TC = 11.3 K and ρ20K = 92μΩcm, respec-
tively. These values are equivalent to those of
NbN ultra-thin film (TC = 12.8 K and
ρ20K

0

= 110μΩcm when the film thickness is
5.5 nm) directly deposited on the MgO single-
crystal substrate. These results show that the
etching does not damage the film. 

3.2  Response of epitaxial NbN-HEB to
electromagnetic waves

Figure 12 shows a microscope image of
the HEB fabricated using the fluoride radical
etching technique. The HEB consists of an
NbN strip, tungsten (W) electrodes, and a log
periodic antenna made of an Al film. First, we
deposited the three layers of NbN (20 nm),

MgO (0.6 nm), and NbN (3 nm) on the MgO
(100) single-crystal substrate. Next, we fabri-
cated the W electrodes and the Al antenna. We
then etched the upper NbN (20 nm) of the tri-
layer film by fluoride radical etching to form
the strip. Here, we confirmed that the NbN
and MgO films are epitaxially grown. Because
the current density in the strip increases as the
size of the device decreases, we adopted tung-
sten for the electrode material, as tungsten has
relatively low resistivity and a high melting
point. The NbN strip is fabricated by the elec-
tron beam lithography technique, and its
dimensions are 3.0 nm thick, 2.5μm wide, and
0.5μm long.

We evaluated the durability of our fabri-
cated HEB device. After we repeated 14 ther-
mal cycles between room temperature and
4.2 K over the course of 50 days while attach-
ing and detaching the terminals of the HEB
device, the DC characteristics had not
changed. We conclude accordingly that the
new process has led to improved electrical and
mechanical durability. Figure 13 shows the
response of the HEB mixer to electromagnetic
waves at 780 GHz. We evaluated the receiver
noise temperature using the Y-factor method.
Our results indicated successful achievement
of low noise, with a receiver noise tempera-
ture of TN(DSB) = 615 K at a measurement fre-
quency of 780 GHz.

Fig.12 Microscope image of HEB
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4  Conclusions

To develop a low-noise mixer in the THz
range, we investigated an epitaxial
NbN/MgO/NbN device fabrication technique.
We evaluated the TC andρ20K

0

of the upper
NbN film of an epitaxial NbN/MgO/NbN tri-
layer film. Our results indicated no degrada-
tion of superconductivity associated with an
increase in the thickness of the interlayer MgO
film, and all samples showed satisfactory DC
characteristics at approximately 15.7 K and
60μΩcm

0

. The NbN film fabricated showed
superior low-loss characteristics for the fre-
quency range from 0.2 THz to 0.8 THz with a
surface resistance of approximately 3.5 mΩ to
25 mΩ.

The epitaxial NbN/MgO/NbN-SIS junc-
tions that we fabricated all showed satisfacto-
ry tunneling characteristics with high gap-
voltage and low leak-current values. The pro-
totype quasi-optical SIS mixer showed superi-
or low-noise characteristics, with a receiver
noise temperature of 260 K (DSB) at 795 GHz.

To improve the durability and repro-
ducibility of the HEB characteristics, we pro-
posed a new HEB fabrication process based
on fluoride radical etching. The characteristics
of the HEB device we fabricated did not
change after 14 thermal cycles over the course
of 50 days. We conclude that device durability
has improved accordingly. We also evaluated

the receiver noise temperature of the HEB
mixer and confirmed low noise of 615 K
(DSB) at 780 GHz.

Figure 14 shows the noise temperature of
the diverse heterodyne receivers presently
reported as in use for the frequency range
from 0.3 THz to 3 THz. Another research
institution has now reported on a superior Nb-
SIS mixer that uses NbTiN in the tuning cir-
cuit near 1 THz. The figure also shows that
the NbN/MgO/NbN-SIS of NICT features
equivalently low noise. Here, the gap frequen-
cy of NbTiN is 1.2 THz. We conclude that the
epitaxial NbN-SIS mixer is a promising
prospective ultra-low-noise receiver in the fre-
quency range up to 1.4 THz, if we optimize
the tuning and matching circuits (including the
antenna). On the other hand, although the
HEB features lower noise than the NbN-SIS
mixer near 1 THz, it does not display frequen-
cy dependency, as indicated in other reports.
Thus, we conclude that we can expect low-
noise operation in the frequency range of sev-
eral THz.
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